An All-Terrain, All-Weather, All-Fire Class,
First Response Compact Fire Vehicle.
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RescueMax
Two leading quality technologies;
one first-class WORKMAX all terrain
fire response vehicle, one low
pressure WaterMist fire suppression
system, combined to create the
revolutionary RescueMax.

An All-Terrain, All-Weather,
All-Fire Class Fire Vehicle
Harnessing leading technology in the fight against fires
and excelling in situations where there is limited or no
access, the RescueMax is a perfect, cost effective, first
response fire vehicle, ideal for urban or rural locations.
Built upon the unrivalled JCB 1000D WORKMAX and
incorporating the FireBug Technology fire system the
RescuseMax is able to tackle the full spectrum of fires,
offering an effective, comprehensive response vehicle.
The Compact RescueMax provides an environmentally
friendly solution and comprehensive fire fighting
functionality; removing the massive costs and resources
required in deploying a full tender of fire-fighters.
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RescueMax
JCB WORKMAX are go-anywhere
Utility Terrain Vehicles (UTVs)
designed for the professional
user; game-keeping, amenities,
equestrian centres, leisure, forestry,
events management, agriculture
and construction. No matter
what area you specialise in, this
machine enables you to travel over
fine turf or rough conditions.

Real Go-Anywhere Performance
Available specified for road legal use, with kits including
work lights, indicators, a fog light, reversing lights, horn,
front and rear lights, plus a rear lighting board with
space to attach a number plate. A road legal kit gives
you the ability to travel between job sites with no need
for an additional vehicle and trailer for applications
where work takes place at several locations.
For protection against the elements, cab options are
available. A full hard cab with front screen comes
complete with washer and wipers, rear screen and
glass doors. There is also a full soft cab, with glass front
screen, washer wiper, rear screen and doors which
can be rolled up as and when required or alternatively
ordered without doors.
The RescueMax is the machine to get you out of trouble
on mud and steep inclines, thanks to a powerful engine,
increasing torque, fully independent suspension and
high ground clearance.

FireBug clean WaterMist Technology: 100% environmentally friendly and safe for use in highly populated areas.
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Variations To Suit
Every Application
With a number of new
developments and options,
this 4x4 perfectly demonstrates
JCB’s commitment to answering
the growing demand for utility
terrain vehicles (UTVs) that offer
increased versatility.

First, JCB have added a front hitch for attachments
such as a snow blade or sweeper, opening up
machine use for professional users throughout the
seasons. In addition, a new full ROPS cab option gives
extra protection from the elements.
Machine handling is improved with an electric
power-assist steering option which adapts response
to travel speed. When the 1000 D is driving at a very
low speed, maximum assist makes steering light and
easy, requiring 75% less effort than a non-power-steer
machine: manoeuvring is made much easier in tight
areas and operator fatigue is reduced. At 50kph
maximum speed, power assist is significantly reduced
to ensure positive feel and control.
Much of the versatility comes from its key role
as a strong load-carrying machine. To develop
this capability, we have focused on heavy-duty
componentry, such as independent rear trailing arm
suspension, the most substantial on the market.
Finally, this machine is built to tackle the toughest
ground conditions, again enhancing versatility. Our
unique design – no other UTV can boast the same
- mounts the engine and drivetrain on its own steel
‘skid unit’ which, apart from being bolted to the main
chassis through four vibration-reducing, resilient
bushes, acts as a protective underbelly just like armour
plate.
So take the example of steel or timber fence posts
lying hidden, ready to rear up when disturbed and
spear major components. The design, along with steel
guards in front of the rubber steering boots, ensures
this simply can’t happen, protecting your versatile
investment.
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FireBug Technology
The FireBug skid-based
modular fire fighting system
encompassing tried and
tested European manufactured
weather-proof pump, engine
and hose technology.

The FireBug skid utilises a highly resilient agricultural
grade pump & diesel engine combination and a
unique, tri-function dispensing gun for foam & water,
to create a powerful, robust, hardworking fire fighting
system.
The marrying of purpose-designed and market leading
specialist technologies guarantees a consistently high
quality product with access to first-class, world-wide
support.
The RescueMax Fire Skid is provided with a PacaMac
cover to keep the mechanics protected from extreme
weather conditions or where longer periods of storage
are likely.

Foam Or Liquid Fire Chemicals
We appreciate that foams, gels and wetting agents are
necessary in certain applications and that is why we
offer this additional solution to cover all fire scenarios.
RescueMax can incorporate a Premix or Foam Induction
system to allow the safe and effective use of Foam or
other Liquid agents. Our nozzle allows you to choose
between the WaterMist or Foam option depending on
the type and size of the fire.
The RescueMax system has the capability to work
with most industry standard foams and gels, providing
comprehensive protection against Class B type fires
(dependent on foam).
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WaterMist Technology

Water has always been used in the battle against
fire, one element against another; but now with the
development of revolutionary fire fighting technology
the use of the worlds precious resource can be
protected.
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• Toxic-Free agents for safe fire fighting
• 50 micron multi-purpose mist and foam nozzle
• Proven pump technology
• Designed for most fire risks, A,B,C,E and F
• Quick and easy to refill and maintain
• Little or no collateral damage after discharge
• Lower life cycle costs

Heat is applied to a combustible
material, the temperature of the
material rises and free radicals
begin to form.
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• 100% environmentally friendly and responsible
• No thermal shock or electrical conductivity resulting   
from discharge
• Totally safe to people and animals
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• A powerful and multipurpose, genuine, low pressure
WaterMist system.

Free radicals and gases become
airborne, and begin to bond with
oxygen in the air. Once there is a
sufficient amount of gas formed, it ignites
(Pyrolysis).

The Fire Triangle
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The gases burn, generating heat
and forming more free radicals.

FUEL
3 elements that are required for a fire to ignite.
Remove any 1 of these elements and the fire
will be extinguished.
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The system activates, removing 2 of the
3 Fire Triangle Elements. Heat is removed
via the mist droplets and the oxygen
particle via the steam.

The fire is extinguished. Steam
(inert) formed by the mist during
extinguishing contingues to evaporate,
dissipating the heat and oxygen from
the fire source, cooling the material to
prevent re-ignition.

FireBug Fire Technology harnesses pulse-water
engineering to create low pressure super fine mist to
extinguish a fire and cool the substrate. By applying low
pressure fine water droplets, known as ‘WaterMist’ over
and around the fire, the FireBug Technology suffocates
the fire, removing the oxygen and free radicals; the
removal of the fire’s fuel (free radicals) extinguishes the
flames within seconds. The properties of the WaterMist
technology also create a rapid cooling effect upon
the area, continuing to reduce the temperature and
prevent the fires re-ignition.
FireBug WaterMist operates at a genuine low pressure,
atomising into billions of droplets, as small as 50 microns
in size. Cutting edge, intelligent technology allows
the FireBug WaterMist system to tackle a blaze with a
consistent droplet size and kinetic energy, essential in
effective control of class A, B, C, electric and F fires.
The WaterMist, used in the FireBug Skid system is pure
water* and naturally contamination free, making it ideal
and safe for discharge in all locations, especially highly
populated or sensitive areas. The engineering behind
our WaterMist ensures that the damaging effects from
smoke and flooding are all but eradicated.
*all types of water can be used in the RescueMax;
where possible it is recommended that filtered water is
used.
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Walkaround
Operator Environment

Suspension

Chassis

Ergonomic dash layout.

Fully independent 4-wheel suspension.

One-piece structure.

Adjustable driver’s seat.

Macpherson strut on front with 203mm (8”) travel.

Designed using FEA.

Cup holder, phone charger point and bonnet release
catch as standard.

Trailing arm on rear with 157mm (6.2”) travel.

Front and underbody protection fitted as standard.

Variable-rate springs at rear for operator comfort laden
or unladen.

Strong and durable.

Closing glove box, storage space under passenger
seat and under-bonnet area.
Familiar automotive style layout for foot pedals.

Optional electronic power steering.

Safety

Anti-slip checker plate on floor for safety.

Brakes

ROPS frame as standard.

Optional hard or soft cab for increased operator
comfort and weather protection.

Disc brakes all round for effective braking.

Retractable seat belts as standard.

4 hydraulic callipers with split circuit for stopping power.

Engine and Transmission

Armoured brake hoses.

Grab handles on either side and on ROPS frame on
passenger side.

Powerful 19.5kW (26hp) engine.

Twin rear callipers on handbrake for safe parking and
emergency stopping.

Tier 3 compliant.
Easy to use CVT transmission with 2-speed gear box.

Easy Service Access

Selectable low or high range.

Dipstick and air filter easily accessible under the cargo
deck.

Selectable 4-wheel drive.
Selectable rear differential lock for additional traction.
Top speed of up to 50kph (31mph).

Coolant and brake fluid at the front of the underbonnet storage area.
Fuel and oil filters under driver’s seat.
Battery and fuses in footwell, behind driver’s legs.

Tyres
Choice of Mag 350 (road/turf) or Mag 440 (off road)
tyres, specific to your application.

Electrics
All vulnerable connectors to Standard IP69.
Road-legal light kits available.

Cargo Deck
Strong 10-gauge steel cargo deck.
Chequer plate on floor of cargo deck to prevent
damage from loads.
Removable tailgate and corner posts.
Payload of 500kg.
Hydraulic or manual tip available.

Disc brakes all round with split circuit.
Fully independent suspension gives better handling on
rough or smooth terrain (laden or unladen).
Overview
• 19.5kW (26hp) diesel engine delivers impressive
torque for difficult ground conditions
• Fully independent suspension at each wheel with
rear variable rate springs gives impressive road holding
and ride comfort even when carrying a full load
• Transmission features a CVT with engine braking,
and a high/low gearbox for easy driving and control.
• All-wheel hydraulic disc brakes with split circuit
provide excellent stopping power
• Top speed of 50kph (31mph) gets you around and
between sites quickly
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Extinguishing Capabilities
Environmentally friendly WaterMist for all classes of fire
risk (A,B,C,D,E and F).
Foam system for large B risks.
Control Panel
Safe & easy operation.
Electric take off from vehicle battery.
LED light.
Clear visual displays.
Hour monitoring.
Pressure gauge.
Easy to use foam control.
Rapid start key switch.
User friendly reliable throttle.
FireBug Fire System
Patented WaterMist technology.
All fire classes extinguishing capabilities.
Layflat hose & gun for drenching.

Foam Induction System
Foam, wetting agent or water additive induction
system.
Easy to use on/off foam pump.
32 litre epoxy powder coated aluminium foam tank.
Foam inducted at any defined concentration level.
AFFF specifically suitable for high risk class B fires.
Wetting agent specifically suitable for class A risk.
Hose & Spray Guns
3/8” high pressure hose.
Choice of different nozzles on single aluminum gun.
Easy to change function mode between water spray,
mist and foam.
Patented Telesto WaterMist technology.
Mist and foam safe on electrics up to 35kV.
FireBug foam nozzle technology for superior foam
discharge.
Foam nozzle safe upto 35kV.
30 metre (15mm diameter) layflat hose for low pressure
drenching system.
Water spray gun coupled for drenching.

Electric start diesel driven engine.
Hardwearing resilient water pump.
High pressure hose.
Hose reel with 360 degree hose guide for easy
extraction.
Layflat hose for drenching with spray gun.
Storage
Lockable locker storage cabinet.

Spray Bar*
Spray bar for drenching wildfire embers.
Ideal for firebreak protection.
Electrically operated from inside the cab.
Additional fire retardant chemicals available for
temporary artificial fire breaks.
Can be used for dust suppression on roads, arenas,
equestrian paddocks.
Can be used for chemicals for insecticide or liquid
fertilizer.
Can be used with additive for de-icing.
*optional extra

Skid & Tank Set
Weather proof epoxy powder coated aluminium tank
set.
Resilient strong steel frame work.
Non slip strong aluminium checker plate bed.
300 litre epoxy powder coated aluminum baffled water
tank.
32 litre foam tank producing.
Stabilisation baffled water tank.
Fitted with hydraulic tipper.
Interchangeable with JCB WORKMAX Classic
Cargobed.
Liquid level indicators as standard.
Lighting & Visibility
Highly visual flashing light bar.
Powerful spot lights front and rear.
LED light on control panel.
Diamond grade high reflective markings.
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RESCUEMAX VEHICLE | SPECIFICATION 1000D
CARGO CAPACITY:  500kg (1102lb)    ENGINE POWER: 19.5kW (26hp)    MAX. TRAVEL SPEED:  50kph (31mph) (with Mag 440 or 350 tyres)   

static dimensions
		

Machine model

			
A

Machine model
mm (ft-in)

Tipping angle

Overall length

2914 (9-7)

Cargo deck

degrees

55

B

Max. height (over ROPS)

1954 (6-5)

Length

mm (ft-in)

1046 (3-5)

C

Ground clearance

228 (0-9)

Width

mm (ft-in)

1384 (4-6)

D

Overall width

1491 (4-11)

Depth

mm (ft-in)

E

Wheel base

1950 (6-5)

Capacity

kg (lb)

500 (1102)

F

Wheel track front and rear

1229 (4-0)

Volume

m³ (ft³)

1.34 (47)

235 (0-9)
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engine

suspension

Machine model		
Type		
Capacity

Front: Independent Macpherson strut. Rear: Independent with trailing arm and variable rate springs.

3 Cylinder Diesel

litres (in³)

1.028 (62.7)

Bore

mm (in)

75 (2.9)

Stroke

mm (in)

77.6 (3.0)

brakes
Service: Dual circuit hydraulic system with discs all round. Park brake: Lever with cable operation on rear callipers.

Aspiration		Natural

electrical system

Cylinders		3
Rated power – ISO 14396 (SAE J1995 – Gross)
Gross power

kW (hp)

19.5 (26)

System voltage

Torque rating		
Gross torque

Machine model

Nm (lbf-ft)

60.5 (44.62)

Exhaust emissions certified to EU NRMM 97/68/EC Stage 3A EPA Tier III.

volt

12

Alternator output

Amp hour

50

Battery capacity

Amp hour

60

operator environment

transmission
Machine model
Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT)

Type
Gear selection

High/Low/Reverse/Neutral

Differential lock

Rear hand selectable

4 wheel drive

Selectable

Road speed

0 to 50kph (0 to 31mph) (with Bear Claw tyres)

Fully adjustable drivers seat, with fixed passenger seat. Glove box and storage space under passenger seat and bonnet.
Side grab handles and also on ROPS frame passenger side. Good all round visibility. ROPS frame as standard.

turning circle
Clearance radius

7440mm (24ft 5in)

operating weights
tyres

Machine model
Unladen weight (including fuel and fluids and ROPS frame)

kg (lb)

850 (1875)

Machine model

Maximum payload (including 2 operators at 100kg each)

kg (lb)

700 (1543)

Mag 350 (road/turf)

Towing capacity (Unbraked)

kg (lb)

500 (1102)

Front

23 x 10.50-12

Rear

23 x 10.50-12

standard equipment

Mag 440 (off road)
Front

25 x 10-12

12v outlet in glove box

Rear

25 x 10-12

Bucket seats
Inertia seat belt reels
CV boot protection

service fill capacities

Under bonnet sealed storage
Hourmeter and instrumentations

Machine model		
Fuel tank

litres (gal)

ROPS certified frame

39 (8.6)

Engine oil sump & filter (max.)

litres (gal)

2.6 (0.6)

Transmission system – Gearbox

litres (gal)

1.2 (0.3)

Transmission system – Front diff

litres (gal)

1.0 (0.2)

Transmission system – Rear diff

litres (gal)

1.0 (0.2)

Engine coolant system

litres (gal)

4.0 (0.9)

optional equipment
ROPS mounted canopy. Hydraulic tip. Roadlights. Worklights. Front winch. Front tool mount. Trailer electrics and hitch.
Rear towball. Hard or soft sided cab. 4 Land strapping points. Speedometer. Beacon kit. Option of black seats. Front
screen with washer and wiper. Rear screen. Road legal kit. Front bullbar. Battery charger. Alternator cover. Rear fenders
includes and flaps. Power steering. Additional tyre sets.
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FIREBUG SYSTEM | SPECIFICATION
FireBug system specification

fire system diesel engine

Machine model		
1000 D

Machine model

Length		1380mm

Engine

Height (including storage box)		

845mm

Fuel

Diesel

Width

1060mm

Horse Power

6.3HP

1000 D
4 Stroke Direct Injection Diesel

Dry Weight

166kg

RPM

3000

Wet Weight

498kg

Max Power

4.6kW

Water Capacity		

300L

Foam/Wetting Agent Capacity		

32L

Storage Box		

5L

High Pressure Hose Reel 3/8”		

30m

Low Pressure Lay Flat Hose 15mm		

30m

Cooling

Air Cooled

Start

Electric Key Start & Manual Recoil

Aluminium Multi-Nozzle Gun, Low Pressure Bush Spray Gun, Front of Vehicle Spray Bar*
* optional extra

discharge specification

pump specifications
Water Pump		
Foam Pump

Machine model

Flow Rate

Distance

Discharge Time

35kV Di Electric Test

Water Mist Nozzle

24L/min

2m

12.5 minutes

Yes
Yes

Water Pump

Diaphragm Pump

Foam Pump

Diaphragm Pump

Foam Nozzle

22L/min

3m

13.5 minutes

Max Flow Rate

36L/min

Power

12V DC

Water Jet

22L/min

6m

13.5 minutes

Max Pressure

40 Bar

Max Flow Rate

10L/min

BushGun (Water Jet)

23L/min

8.5m

13 minutes

Max RPM

550

Max Pressure

2.5 Bar

BushGun (Cone Spray)

25L/min

4m

12 minutes

Max Power

3kW

Spray Bar (4 Nozzle)

25L/min

(L)1m x (W) 1.7m

Full system specs may vary if sub-assemblies not required.
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The Best Back-Up In The
Business
Whether JCB are providing you
with support, parts or finance,
JCB aim for 100% satisfaction.
It’s all part of the promise to put
you, the customer, first

Wherever you are, JCB are there. JCB’s mission is to provide world-

Finance options* are available for new and used machinery, all part

class support and deliver 100% satisfaction reaches into more than

of the JCB dedication to helping customers preserve their working

1,500 dealer depots, spanning 150 countries across five continents.

capital while spreading costs in the most effective and tax-efficient

The aim? To bring you global expertise at a local level. JCB truly

way.

believe no other manufacturer does more to understand the subtle
differences between one region of the world and another. It’s a
degree of attention that JCB maintain at every level of the company
and an assurance to JCB customers that wherever they are in the
world, JCB will fulfil their needs.
Trust the genuine article. At the heart of the support network is the
impressive JCB World Parts Centre, a state-of-the-art facility operating
24/7 to dispatch more than a million genuine parts and attachments
every week to JCB dealers and international distribution centres.
Because JCB understand the need to minimise downtime, JCB utilise
the latest logistics and warehouse management systems and have
committed to an ‘Anywhere in 24 hours’ strategy.
Keeping you up and running. Just as important as genuine JCB
parts are the people who fit and maintain them. The JCB-trained
technicians in all of those 1,500-plus dealer depots provide excellent,
expert customer care, whether it’s routine servicing or something
more urgent. If there is an emergency breakdown situation, JCB
need to act fast. This is why all JCB dealers operate their own fleets
of support vehicles, enabling parts to be delivered quickly and fitted
expertly, and fulfilling the JCB promise to keep our customers working.

Manufacturing
Facilities & Dealers
Parts Distribution
Centres

Maximising earning potential. JCB grows as it’s customers grow.
That’s why JCB are committed to offering expert financial advice
and support to help customers maximise their earning potential.

And as well as financial help, JCB are also happy to offer JCB
Insurance.* JCB specialise in construction and industrial insurance
and in offering Insurance Premium Finance facilities.
* Please check individual countries for available services.

FireBug Company Ltd
9a Braithwell Way
Hellaby Industrial Estate
Rotherham
S66 8QY
United Kingdom

www.firebuggroup.com
t:

0845 388 4114

f:

0845 388 4115

e:

info@firebuggroup.com

t int: +44 170 970 1318
f int: +44 845 388 4115

The details contained within this brochure were correct at the time of print;
the manufacturer reserves the right to alter the product specification without prior notification.

